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Abstract

Many studies consider ethnicity as an equivalent term for the country of birth. This could ne-

glect ethnic heterogeneity within the sending country. Focusing on German-born, Polish-born,

and Russian-born immigrants in the 1920 and 1930 U.S. census, I propose an ethnicity variable

constructed based on the linguistic origin of the surname using an artificial intelligence algorithm.

Employing this ethnicity variable, I study ethnic segregation within each immigrant group defined

based on the country of birth. Results suggest the degree of within-group ethnic segregation was

high. Specifically, ethnic majorities within each immigrant group generally resided in areas with

significantly more compatriots.
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1 Introduction

Many studies in labor, population and regional economics consider ethnicity, or ethnic ori-

gin, as the equivalent term for country of birth (e.g., Fairlie and Meyer, 1996; Bleakley and

Chin, 2004). Compared to ethnicity, country of birth is a more political and geographical

measure of origin, while ethnicity is more relevant to genetics and culture. Hence, for an

immigrant, his country of birth and ethnicity might be different. This was especially true

in the U.S. in the early twentieth century, when most U.S. immigrants were from Europe,

and many European countries had higher degrees of ethnic diversity. For example, an im-

migrant born in Germany might actually be of Polish ethnicity, and belonged to the Polish

ethnic minority group back in Germany. This suggests that there should be within-group

ethnic differences if immigrants are classified by the country of birth.

Cutler et al. (1998) point out that immigrant segregation was high in the early twenti-

eth century U.S. Unsurprisingly, some immigrant groups (e.g., German) were less segre-

gated and spatially more assimilated than other groups (e.g., Polish, Russian). The possible

within-group ethnic differences lead to the following questions: if there were indeed such

differences, whether (and how) ethnic majorities and minorities were spatially segregated.

Hence, classifying ethnicity is not only methodologically interesting, but also useful for un-

derstanding ethnic segregation, which is an important topic in urban and labor economics.

The specific context of this paper lies in the early twentieth century U.S. In the 1910s

and 1920s, first-generation immigrants made up nearly 15% of the U.S. population. Most

immigrants were born in Europe, and Germany, Poland, and Russia were among the top

sending countries of immigrants. Compared with other sending countries, these countries

had higher degrees of ethnic and cultural diversity, and there were possibly ethnic differ-

ences within each immigrant group defined based on the country of birth.

The outline of the empirical framework is summarized as follows: I first construct

an auxiliary variable that indicates the linguistic origin of the surname for each German-

born, Polish-born, and Russian-born immigrant in the 1920 and 1930 U.S. census. Using
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this variable to proxy for ethnicity, I focus on each immigrant group defined based on the

country of birth, and examine within-group ethnic segregation (e.g., segregation between

German-born immigrants of German and Russian ethnicity). I also study the structure of

segregation by examining immigrant enclave residence (e.g., whether German-born immi-

grants of Russian ethnicity were less likely to live in German enclaves).

To start, I first construct the surname-based ethnicity variable. The linguistic origin of

the surname is highly related to ethnicity, as pointed out by research in human biology and

ethnography that the surname origin reflects both genetic and cultural transmission (Waters,

1989; Chibnik, 1991; Guglielmino et al., 2000; Schramm et al., 2012). This idea has been

used in many disciplines, such as epidemiology (Razum et al., 2001), geography (Mateos,

2007), demography (Monasterio, 2017), as well as economics (Foley and Kerr, 2013). The

Census Bureau also identifies the Hispanic origin based on the surname (Ruggles, 2017).

A straightforward strategy of classifying surname-based ethnicity is to match surnames

in census data with a dictionary of German, Polish, and Russian surnames, and a dictionary

of Anglicized names (since some immigrants Americanized their names, e.g., Abramitzky

et al., 2016; Biavaschi et al., 2017). This, however, would leave many surnames in census

data unmatched, because (a) many immigrants moderately—but not fully—converted their

names (e.g., from Eisenhauer to Eisenhower); (b) there are misspellings and transcription

errors in digitized census data (e.g., Ivanov is digitized as Lvanov). To further study this, I

use an artificial intelligence algorithm—more specifically, the naı̈ve Bayes classifier (Rish,

2005)—to classify the linguistic origin of the surname using a large training dataset of

ethnicity-specific surnames. The basic idea is to calculate the probability of “occurrence”

for each string (in surnames) in different languages based on training data, and then use

the a priori probabilities to predict the linguistic origin of surnames of unknown ethnicity.

Before implementing this algorithm in real census data, I test its performance in a validation

dataset, in which reliable answers of individuals’ ethnicity are known. Classification results

suggest that this algorithm performs well in the validation dataset.
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I then employ this algorithm in the 1920 and 1930 census, focusing on first-generation

immigrants who reported Germany, Poland, and Russia as the country of birth. At that time,

there were only four non-Anglophone countries—Italy, Germany, Poland, and Russia—that

sent more than one million immigrants, and Germany, Poland, and Russia had high degrees

of ethnic diversity. I only study the 1920 and 1930 census because (a) many countries (e.g.,

Poland) were not independent before World War I, and thus census takers might not record

them as immigrants’ country of birth prior to 1920;1 (b) in 1940, several relevant questions

(e.g., year of immigration) were not surveyed. Classification results indeed show huge

within-group differences in the linguistic origin of surnames, suggesting ethnic differences

in each immigrant group defined based on the country of birth.

Subsequently, I turn to the next part of the empirical analysis: using surname-based eth-

nicity to study ethnic segregation within the immigrant group defined based on the country

of birth. I first calculate the county-level dissimilarity index of segregation among surname-

based ethnic populations within each immigrant group. Results suggest high degrees of

ethnic segregation in all three groups, and such segregation patterns were even comparable

to immigrant-native segregation in the early twentieth century U.S.

To explore the “micro-structure” of ethnic segregation, I further study ethnic enclave

residence at the enumeration district (ED) level. In each immigrant group, I regress the

size of the country-of-birth enclave on surname-based ethnicity, and observe that ethnic

majorities resided in significantly larger country-of-birth enclaves in all three immigrant

groups. Although the results do not necessarily reflect causality, I discuss several statistical

issues: I argue that measurement errors should not drive the findings, and the results are

robust when I include county fixed effects, focus on the urban and rural sample separately,

and control for ED-level labor market characteristics.

The empirical conclusion of this paper indicates that (surname-based) ethnicity, along

with the country of birth, could play an important role in determining immigrants’ settle-

1An example related to this paper is that there were almost no immigrants (approximately 30,000 only)

who reported Poland as the country of birth in the 1910 U.S. census.
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ment patterns. Considering all immigrants born in a specific country as a demographically

homogeneous population might neglect huge within-group ethnic heterogeneity, which was

especially true in the historical context of this paper. By applying surname-based ethnic-

ity in studies of ethnic segregation, this paper adds to the literature of economic history,

population economics, and urban economics.

In the rest of this paper, I first discuss the historical background in Section 2. I then

introduce the classification algorithm in Section 3. I also examine the performance of the

algorithm in a validation dataset. In Section 4, I turn to actual census data and analyze

empirical strategies. In Section 5 I report results. I conclude the paper in Section 6.

2 Background

I first briefly discuss the background of this paper. The U.S. absorbed over 20 million immi-

grants during the age of mass migration (Abramitzky and Boustan, 2017). In the nineteenth

century, most immigrants were originally from “old source countries” such as Ireland and

Germany. While these countries—especially Germany—still sent many immigrants in the

early twentieth century, Southern and Eastern Europe started to send an increasing number

of immigrants (Haines, 2000). In 1920 and 1930, Germany (1.6 million in 1920; 1.6 mil-

lion in 1930), Poland (1.1 million in 1920, 1.3 million in 1930), and Russia (1.5 million in

1920, 1.2 million in 1930) were among the top countries of origin in the U.S.

Many economic studies consider ethnicity as the equivalent term for the country of birth

(e.g., Fairlie and Meyer, 1996; Bleakley and Chin, 2004). This is a reasonable assumption if

immigrants from a sending country are ethnically homogeneous, which might be roughly

true in the contemporary U.S. In the early twentieth century, however, many European

countries had fairly high degrees of ethnic diversity, and could possible seznd both ethnic

majority and (multiple) minority groups to the U.S.

In the specific context of this paper, Germany, Poland, and Russia all had high degrees
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of ethnic and cultural diversity prior to the 1930s, and were likely to send various ethnic

groups to the U.S. Migration among three countries were not uncommon. Poland did not

gain independence until 1918, and thus many Germans and Russians lived in their colonial

part of Poland, and similarly, many Polish people lived in Germany and Russia. However,

the high degree of ethnic diversity was not only related to Poland independence. For almost

ten centuries (until the WWII), there were many German settlements in Central and East-

ern Europe throughout the long historical period from the Hanseatic League and Teutonic

Knights to the Kingdom of Prussia (Sammartino, 2010). In addition, prior to 1933, there

was a large Jewish population in Central and Eastern Europe. In the late eighteenth century,

Jews were required to culturally assimilate into the local society by, say, adopting local sur-

names (Stern and Rottenberg, 1998; Dubin, 1999), which did lead to Jewish emancipation

nonetheless, and further encourage Jewish settlements in Central and Eastern Europe.

In each of the three sending countries studied in this paper, there was an ethnic majority

group, but ethnic minority groups were still large, and individuals from both groups could

move to the U.S. Moreover, immigrants from the majority group in the home country might

not necessarily be ethnic majorities after arrival. For example, compared with the majority

group in Russia (i.e., Russians), German ethnics and Jews had more incentives to migrate

(e.g., Boustan, 2007; Fussell, 2014). This further led to ethnic differences in return migra-

tion within the immigrant group from the same country (Ward, 2017). In addition, back

in Europe, some ethnic groups were more knowledgeable about immigration, which could

also affected immigration to the U.S. (Haines, 2000).

3 The Classification Algorithm

In this section, I first introduce the artificial intelligence algorithm of ethnicity classification

based on the linguistic origin of the surname. I then test its performance in a validation

dataset of surnames, in which answers of ethnicity are known.
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3.1 The Description of the Classification Algorithm

The classification problem of this paper is: given some ethnic-name dictionaries—or in

the language of artificial intelligence, the training set (Rish, 2005)—how a surname of

unknown ethnicity (i.e., in census data) can be correctly assigned an origin. The algorithm

contains two stages. The first stage involves four sub-stages of deterministic algorithms.

In the first two sub-stages I identify Americanized surnames, other European ethnicity, and

Jewish ethnicity; in the second two sub-stages I identify surnames of German, Polish, and

Russian ethnicity. As the deterministic algorithm in the first stage could leave many names

unclassified, I employ a probabilistic algorithm in the remaining sample in the second stage.

Table 1: A List of Surnames (To Be Classified)
Number Surname Place of birth Mother tongue Number Surname Place of birth Mother tongue

1 Smith Poland German 2 Dvorak Germany German

3 Bronstein Poland Yiddish 4 Rabinovich Russia Russian

5 Lisowski Poland Polish 6 Lvanov Russia Russian

7 Eisenhower Russia German 8 Khrushchell Russia Russian

In Table 1, I list eight surnames whose ethnic origins are to be classified. As an example

of the algorithm implementation, I will explain how surname-based ethnic origins of these

surnames are classified in each stage of the algorithm.

3.1.1 First Stage: A Deterministic Algorithm

I start with the first stage of the algorithm. The first stage of the algorithm involves four

sub-stages, in which surname-based ethnicity is classified deterministically.

Sub-stage 1: I match the surnames in the sample with a dictionary of Anglicized sur-

names (Reaney, 2005). If an immigrant’s name is matched with an Anglicized name, then

ethnicity is unidentifiable because the name might have been Americanized, which was

common in the early twentieth century. Similarly, I match the surnames with the dictionary

of Italian, Czech, Slovak, Romanian, Hungarian and Scandinavian names (e.g., Fucilla,

1998), as these ethnics might also resided in Germany, Poland, and Russia, although these

populations were relatively small.
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Sub-stage 2: I identify typical cases of Jewish ethnicity. The U.S. census surveyed

the mother tongue in 1920 and 1930. Based on this, any individuals speaking Yiddish

or Hebrew can be identified as Jews (Sassler, 2005). Note that the 1897 Russian census

indicates that 97% of all Russian Jews spoke Yiddish (Kreindler, 1985). However, some

Eastern European Jews might convert to speak the local language (Corrisin, 1990). Hence,

not speaking Yiddish or Hebrew does not necessarily indicate non-Jewish ethnicity. Among

those who did not speak Yiddish or Hebrew, I match surnames with a dictionary of Jewish

surnames (Stern and Rottenberg, 1998), and further mark surnames with typical Jewish

name elements (e.g., Rabinovich with the prefix Rabin-). Note that in practice, most Jews

are stil identified based on the mother tongue.

Sub-stage 3: the above two sub-stages should exclude many individuals of non-German,

non-Polish, and non-Russian ethnicity. In the remaining sample, I focus on the classifica-

tion among German, Polish, and Russian origin. I first match surnames with the dictionary

of German (Bahlow, 2002), Polish (Hoffman, 2001), and Russian (Unbegaun, 1972) names.

Sub-stage 4: I finally classify ethnicity surnames with “typical linguistic characteris-

tics”. This identifies ethnicity of typical ethnic-specific names with moderate degrees of

Americanization or transcription errors. For example, the surname Lvanov, a misspelled

version of the Russian surname Ivanov, is still very likely to be of Russian origin due to

its suffix -nov. Formally, I decompose every surname in training data into three- and four-

character strings; for each string, I calculate the frequency and probability of “occurrence”

by language in training data. For example, for Ivanov in training data, I decompose it

into the following strings: #IV, IVA, VAN, ANO, NOV, OV*, #IVA, IVAN, VANO, ANOV,

and NOV* (where # and * represent the beginning and end of the name). I then count the

number of times the strings occur in the surname dictionary by language (e.g., the string

NOV* should appear frequently among Russian surnames). Thus, I determine a surname’s

ethnicity in actual census data if (a) it contains a string (denoted as γ) that appears ex-

clusively in one ethnic-name dictionary in training data (e.g., NOV* only appears among
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Russian names), and (b) γ appears more than a threshold (say, 100 times) in the entire train-

ing dataset (e.g., NOV* appears frequently enough). This surname’s ethnicity is thus e(γ),

where e(γ) denotes which ethnic-name dictionary γ is in. If there are two such strings γ1

and γ2, and e(γ1) 6= e(γ2), I do not classify the surname in this stage.

Table 2: First-Stage Classification

Surname Place of birth Mother tongue Result Stage

Smith Poland German Anglicized First stage, sub-stage 1

Dvorak Germany German Others (Czech) First stage, sub-stage 1

Bronstein Poland Yiddish Jewish (by language) First stage, sub-stage 2

Rabinovich Russia Russian Jewish (by name) First stage, sub-stage 2

Lisowski Poland Polish Polish First stage, sub-stage 3

Lvanov Russia Russian Russian First stage, sub-stage 4

Eisenhower Russia German Unclassified Not classified in this stage

Khrushchell Russia Russian Unclassified Not classified in this stage

Table 2 present first-stage classification results, based on examples listed in Table 1.

In this stage, the algorithm successfully classifies ethnicity in six cases: (a) Smith is an

Anglicized name; (b) Dvorak is matched in the Czech name dictionary; (c) Bronstein is

of Jewish ethnicity because of the mother tongue; (d) Rabinovich is of Jewish ethnicity

because of the Jewish prefix Rabin-; (e) Lisowski is matched in the Polish name dictionary;

(f) Lvanov, which is possibly a misspelled Ivanov, is still identified as of Russian ethnicity

because the string -nov appears frequently and exclusively in the Russian name dictionary.

The last two surnames, Eisenhower and Khrushchell, are not classified in this stage.

3.1.2 Second Stage: A Probabilistic Naı̈ve Bayes Algorithm

In the first stage, I classify ethnicity using the deterministic algorithm, which should yield

fairly accurate classification results. On the other hand, a lot of surnames might remain

unclassified. For example, in Table 2, Eisenhower and Khrushchell are unclassified, be-

cause they do not contain strings that appear exclusively and frequently in one ethnic-name

dictionary. However, it is still arguably true that they are of German and Russian eth-

nicity, respectively, given that some strings are largely (although not solely) associated

with one language (e.g., -Eis in German, and -Khr in Russian); specifically, it is likely
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that Eisenhower is Americanized from the German name Eisenhauer, and Khrushchell

is the misspelled version of Khrushcheff, which is Americanized from the Russian name

Khrushchev. In this stage, I employ a probabilistic artificial intelligence algorithm—the

naı̈ve Bayes classifier (Rich, 2005)—to formalize the above idea. Suppose that there are ni

strings in surname i (denoted as L1, L2, · · · , Lni
), whose ethnicity is to be classified, and

there are m possible categories of ethnicity (denoted as e1, e2, · · · , em). For surname i, I

calculate a “score” sij for each category of ethnicity j (where j = 1, 2, · · · ,m):

sij =

ni∑

k=1

P (Lk)P (ekj |Lk) (1)

where P (Lk) is the frequency that the string Lk appears in training data (i.e., more

common strings get higher “weights”), and P (ekj |Lk) is the probability that Lk appears

in ethnicity j’s surname dictionary. Thus, i’s ethnicity is e = argmax sij , and in this

stage, i’s ethnicity remains unclassified only if there are ties. Essentially, this idea is an

extended version of the deterministic algorithm used in the sub-stage 4 of the first stage,

but allows ethnicity to be probabilistically determined. Table 3 shows that Eisenhower and

Khrushchell are probabilistically classified as of German and Russian ethnicity.

Table 3: Second-Stage Classification

Surname Place of birth Mother tongue Result Stage

Smith Poland German Anglicized First stage, sub-stage 1

Dvorak Germany German Others (Czech) First stage, sub-stage 1

Bronstein Poland Yiddish Jewish (by language) First stage, sub-stage 2

Rabinovich Russia Russian Jewish (by name) First stage, sub-stage 2

Lisowski Poland Polish Polish First stage, sub-stage 3

Lvanov Russia Russian Russian First stage, sub-stage 4

Eisenhower Russia German German Second stage

Khrushchell Russia Russian Russian Second stage

3.1.3 Statistical Issues

I conclude the discussion of the classification algorithm by pointing out potential statistical

issues. One major concern is that Americanized surnames are matched in the dictionary
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of Anglicized names, and are thus labeled as “unclassified”, but name Americanization

is selected in terms of individual characteristics. For example, prior research finds that

immigrants who localize their names usually have better labor market and social outcomes

(e.g., Arai and Thoursie, 2009; Abramitzky et al., 2016; Xu, 2017). In Section 4, I will

show that only 5% of surnames in actual census data are unclassified, which is consistent

with earlier findings that surname Americanization was relatively rare (e.g., Biavaschi et

al., 2017). Hence, selection should not threat the empirical analysis of this paper.

Another concern is measurement error. Using both the probabilistic and deterministic

algorithm could increase the classification rate, but probabilistically classified ethnicity

might be more likely to be misclassified. One way to investigate measurement errors is to

redo the analysis based only on names classified deterministically. I will analyze potential

impacts of measurement errors in the estimation in Section 5.3.

Finally, I am only able to classify ethnicity in the male census sample. This is because

women usually changed surnames after marriage, and thus a female surname could not be

used to infer ethnicity. Hence, the empirical conclusion of this paper—which will be based

only on the male census sample—should be interpreted with caution, in the sense that male

and female immigrants might have different settlement patterns.

3.2 The Performance in the Validation Dataset

Before employing the classification algorithm in actual census data, I first test its perfor-

mance in a validation dataset, in which individuals’ information about ethnicity are known.

I collect 750 German-ethnic, Polish-ethnic, and Russian-ethnic politicians who were born

between 16th and 20th century; each ethnic group contains 250 names.2 Similar to the his-

torical context, in this validation dataset, an individual’s country of birth can be different

from his ethnicity, e.g., Dmitry Foelkersam (who was a German-ethnic military politician

in Russia). For this specific case, Foelkersam’s ethnicity is considered to be German, al-

2I do not show the list of names and reference due to space limitation, but they are available upon request.
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though he was born in Russia, spoke Russian, and worked for the Russian Empire.

In artificial intelligence, two most important measures of the classification performance

are precision and recall (Powers, 2011). Another relevant measure is the F-measure. For a

specific category, they are calculated based on the following equations:

Precisionj =
tp

tp+ fp
,Recallj =

tp

tp+ fn
, Fj = 2 ·

Precision ·Recall

Precision+Recall
(2)

where for the ethnicity category j, tp represents the number of true positive cases that

individuals in category j are correctly classified, fp represents the number of false positive

cases that individuals in other categories are misclassified as in j, fn represents the number

of false negative cases that individuals in j are misclassified as in other categories. Finally,

the accuracy rate is a measure of overall classification results, which is the proportion of

cases that individuals are correctly classified into the actual category.

Table 4: Classification Results in the Validation Dataset
Precision Recall F-measure Accuracy

German 0.95 0.98 0.96

(260) (250)

Polish 0.98 0.95 0.96

(242) (250)

Russian 0.95 0.94 0.95

(248) (250)

All origins 0.96

(750)

Observations are in parentheses. Precision and recall are calculated based

on different denominators (hence, difference values of observations).

Table 4 presents classification results. The first column shows that among 260 individ-

uals that are classified as of German ethnicity, 95% of them were indeed German ethnics;

among 250 German ethnics in this validation dataset, the classification algorithm finds 98%

of them. The F-measure is 0.96, which is very close to 1. I observe similar classification

results for Polish and Russian ethnics in the validation dataset, and the overall accuracy rate

of classification is 96%. The above results suggest that this artificial intelligence algorithm

is arguably reliable for surname-based ethnicity classification.
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4 Data and Methods

In this section, I first introduce the 1920 and 1930 U.S. census immigrant sample. I then re-

port the descriptive statistics. Subsequently, I discuss empirical models for studying within-

group ethnic segregation.

4.1 Data

In this paper, I use the 1920 and 1930 full-count U.S. census (Ruggles et al., 2017) to

generate the sample, which contains all first-generation male immigrants born in Germany,

Poland, or Russia. I present statistics of three types of origins in Table 5. In each panel—

showing the 1920 and 1930 census, respectively—I first list two traditional types of ori-

gins: the country of birth and mother tongue. In 1920, 37.4%, 27.8%, and 34.9% of all

individuals in this sample were born in Germany, Poland, and Russia. 40.1% and 24.5%

of immigrants in the sample spoke German and Polish, respectively; these numbers appear

to be close to the proportion of German-born and Polish-born immigrants. However, only

9.3% of immigrants spoke Russian. In other words, many Russian-born immigrants did not

speak Russian, which could be due to the large non-Russian-ethnic immigrant population

from Russia (Haines, 2000). 20.6% of immigrants spoke a Jewish language (i.e., Yiddish

or Hebrew) as the mother tongue.

Table 5: Basic Demographic Characteristics: Origin

German Polish Russian Jewish Others

A. 1920:

Country of birth 0.374 0.278 0.349 — —

Mother tongue 0.401 0.245 0.093 0.206 0.055

Name-based ethnicity 0.489 0.144 0.096 0.224 0.048

B. 1930:

Country of birth 0.391 0.314 0.296 — —

Mother tongue 0.419 0.238 0.078 0.233 0.032

Name-based ethnicity 0.484 0.142 0.083 0.248 0.043

Observations: 2,309,167 (1920); 2,154,493 (1930).

The differences in the first two measures of origin suggest possible heterogeneity in
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ethnicity in the sample. Indeed, the third row in Panel A shows that 48.9% of immigrants

in the sample had German surnames; 14.4% of immigrants had Polish surnames; finally,

9.6% of immigrants had Russian surnames. Note that most cases of Jewish ethnicity in the

sample are identified based on the mother tongue (20.6% versus 22.4%). The dispropor-

tionately large population associated with German surnames could be due to ethnic German

settlements in Eastern Europe (Sammartino, 2010). Some Jews also adopted German sur-

names following laws in the late eighteenth century (Dubin, 1999), although most of them

are still identified based on the mother tongue.

I observe similar patterns of the country-of-birth, mother tongue, and surname-based

origin in the 1930 sample in Panel B: three types of origins are not always consistent.

Compared with Panel A, the major difference is that there were relatively fewer Russian-

born and Russian-speaking immigrants, and more Jews in 1930. This is not surprising,

as prior research points out that Russian Jews had more incentives to move to the U.S.;

furthermore, they were less likely to return back to Europe (Boustan, 2007; Greenwood

and Ward, 2015; Ward, 2017), although return migration was common among European

immigrants in the early twentieth century (Haines, 2000; Abramitzky et al., 2014).

Table 6: The Geography (Birthplace) of Surname-Based Ethnicity

Surname-based ethnicity: German Polish Russian Jewish Others Total

A. 1920:

Germany 0.832 0.028 0.052 0.015 0.072 1

Poland 0.300 0.411 0.151 0.102 0.037 1

Russia 0.272 0.055 0.098 0.545 0.031 1

B. 1930:

Germany 0.846 0.027 0.049 0.015 0.064 1

Poland 0.258 0.391 0.126 0.199 0.034 1

Russia 0.245 0.031 0.082 0.616 0.026 1

Observations: 2,309,167 (1920); 2,154,493 (1930).

Table 6 summarizes the geographic distribution of surname-based ethnicity by the coun-

try of birth. Panel A studies the 1920 sample. In 1920, 83.2% of all German-born immi-

grants in the sample were associated with German surnames. There were few German-born
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immigrants associated with other origins. Among German-born immigrants, 7.2% of sur-

names belonged to origins other than German, Polish, Russian, and Jewish; most of them

had Anglicized names, which is not surprising because German immigrants were culturally

more assimilated (Abramitzky et al., 2016).3 41.1% of Polish-born immigrants were asso-

ciated with Polish surnames. Although Polish surnames were most common in the Polish

population, there were still many Polish-born immigrants who had German and Russian

surnames; also, 10.2% of Polish immigrants in the sample were Jews. Finally, I find that

only 9.8% of Russian-born immigrants in the sample were associated with Russian sur-

names. On the other hand, nearly 30% of Russian immigrants had German surnames, and

more than half of Russian immigrants were Jews. Given the political situation in the new

Soviet republic (Boustan, 2007), it is not surprising that Russian immigration to the U.S.

was highly selected in terms of demographic characteristics, and ethnic minorities (e.g.,

German ethnics and Jews) had more incentives to leave Russia. Russian ethnics might

also have less information about U.S. immigration in the early twentieth century (Haines,

2000). Panel B focuses on the 1930 sample. The major differences between two panels is

that there was a huge increase in the Eastern European Jewish population. As discussed

earlier, a key reason was the low return migration rate among Jews (Ward, 2017).

In Table 7 and 8 I present descriptive statistics of the 1920 sample by three types of ori-

gins. In Table 7 I focus on basic demographic and socioeconomic variables. The first panel

shows descriptive statistics by the country of birth. In general, German-born immigrants

were older and stayed in the U.S. longer, but three groups had the similar average age of

immigration (approximately 20 years old). German-born and Polish-born immigrants were

more likely to be married than Russian-born immigrants. German-born immigrants had a

significant higher citizenship rate, lower rate of urban residence, higher rate of farm res-

idence, and higher rate of homeownership. German-born immigrants had lowest average

3Another possible reason behind the large population of Anglicized names among German immigrants

in 1920 is that Germany was in the Central Powers against the U.S. in the World War I, and many German

immigrants in the U.S. converted to Anglicized surnames to avoid hostility towards them.
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Table 7: Descriptive Statistics by Origin (1): Basic Variables, 1920
Age Year since Married Citizen- Urban Farm Occupa- Homeowner- Obser-

migration ship status status tional score ship vations

German-born 52.003 32.917 0.722 0.766 0.662 0.187 15.496 0.573 862,925

(15.553) (15.148) (0.448) (0.423) (0.473) (0.390) (13.738) (0.494)

Polish-born 37.641 16.550 0.723 0.298 0.823 0.058 17.777 0.353 641,344

(13.374) (10.659) (0.447) (0.458) (0.381) (0.234) (11.875) (0.478)

Russian-born 35.767 15.881 0.678 0.410 0.876 0.057 18.853 0.272 804,898

(13.371) (9.081) (0.467) (0.492) (0.330) (0.231) (14.895) (0.445)

German-speaking 51.099 31.998 0.724 0.748 0.637 0.209 15.277 0.581 940,071

(15.962) (15.280) (0.447) (0.434) (0.481) (0.407) (13.561) (0.493)

Polish-speaking 36.824 15.616 0.719 0.263 0.829 0.048 17.762 0.348 566,515

(12.688) (9.798) (0.449) (0.440) (0.376) (0.214) (11.366) (0.476)

Russian-speaking 35.320 14.888 0.657 0.369 0.858 0.041 18.942 0.235 214,166

(12.403) (9.128) (0.475) (0.483) (0.349) (0.198) (14.617) (0.424)

German-name† 46.906 27.300 0.714 0.628 0.692 0.165 16.167 0.500 1,129,048

(16.468) (16.431) (0.452) (0.483) (0.462) (0.371) (13.521) (0.500)

Polish-name† 37.479 16.432 0.718 0.294 0.835 0.055 17.499 0.384 331,657

(13.213) (10.544) (0.450) (0.455) (0.371) (0.228) (11.461) (0.486)

Russian-name† 38.759 17.672 0.680 0.344 0.771 0.078 17.478 0.334 220,522

(14.321) (12.611) (0.466) (0.475) (0.420) (0.228) (12.311) (0.472)

Jewish 36.341 16.866 0.700 0.453 0.966 0.011 19.799 0.238 516,909

(14.095) (9.386) (0.458) (0.498) (0.180) (0.104) (15.775) (0.426)

Standard deviations are in parentheses. †: by definition, the Jews are not included in the third panel (name-based ethnicity).

occupational scores (conditional on employment, however, this pattern no longer exists).

In the second panel I show statistics by the mother tongue, and the pattern appears to be

very similar to that reported in the first panel.

The third panel, which presents statistics by surname-based ethnicity, suggests that

surname-based ethnicity could be significantly different from the first two types of origins.

Compared with immigrants born in Germany or speaking German, immigrants of German

surname-based ethnicity were younger, less likely to be citizens, more likely to live in

cities, less likely to live in farms, and less likely to own a house. This panel also shows

some differences among three types of Polish (and Russian) origins. The last panel focuses

on the Jewish population, identified based on the mother tongue and name. Most Jewish

immigrants lived in cities, and had relatively high occupational scores.

In Table 8 I focus on settlement patterns by three types of immigrant origins. I report

the number of immigrants of specific origins at the level of the enumeration district (ED),

which was the smallest geographic unit in the 1920 and 1930 census, and usually contained

less than 2,000 residents. I list both the full and non-Jewish population of Eastern European
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Table 8: Descriptive Statistics by Origin (2): Settlement Patterns, 1920
The number of immigrants in the local enumeration district (ED), by origin

German origin Polish origin Russian origin Jews Native Obser-

Birth Language Birth† Birth‡ Language Birth† Birth‡ Language vations

German-born 72 96 29 27 28 29 15 10 20 1,214 862,925

(72) (100) (108) (106) (116) (84) (46) (37) (87) (641)

Polish-born 43 58 371 354 366 88 47 38 70 1,396 641,344

(51) (74) (508) (510) (521) (179) (118) (87) (206) (761)

Russian-born 34 65 74 53 67 314 92 64 291 1,171 804,898

(46) (102) (197) (190) (204) (368) (182) (149) (423) (684)

German-speaking 70 107 28 26 24 38 25 10 18 1,203 940,071

(71) (117) (98) (96) (99) (105) (81) (39) (82) (637)

Polish-speaking 44 54 399 394 422 80 55 37 33 1,438 566,515

(52) (67) (526) (526) (537) (162) (132) (87) (117) (772)

Russian-speaking 37 66 91 83 92 217 157 153 87 1,246 214,166

(47) (80) (247) (245) (249) (307) (238) (233) (213) (780)

German-name 62 94 80 77 80 68 47 32 30 1,237 1,129,048

(67) (109) (248) (246) (255) (169) (134) (106) (116) (679)

Polish-name 49 59 420 417 442 74 56 37 26 1,453 331,657

(55) (72) (551) (550) (562) (157) (135) (84) (95) (782)

Russian-name 42 64 193 188 200 109 76 59 47 1,322 220,552

(54) (86) (387) (386) (395) (214) (168) (133) (153) (751)

Jewish 32 47 78 33 40 389 44 37 464 1,114 516,909

(44) (68) (137) (98) (105) (390) (101) (96) (463) (618)

Standard deviations are in parentheses. †: full population, including Jews. ‡: non-Jewish population.

origin, i.e., all Polish/Russian immigrants in the ED, and non-Jewish Polish/Russian immi-

grants in the ED. The first panel shows evidence of “country-of-birth enclave residence”,

i.e., immigrants lived in the ED with much more immigrants born in the same country. For

example, on average, German-born immigrants lived in EDs with 72 immigrants born in

Germany, a number higher than that for Polish-born and Russian-born immigrants (43 and

34). Similarly, the second panel presents evidence of language enclave residence.

The first two panels show that the country-of-birth origin and mother-tongue origin

was similar for immigrants in the 1920 sample. However, surname-based ethnicity could

be very different from the first two types of origins. While the differences among three

types of German origins were relatively small in 1920, there were huge differences among

three types of Polish and Russian origins. Specifically, immigrants of Russian surname-

based ethnicity lived in EDs with significantly fewer Russian-born immigrants, compared

with all immigrants born in Russia (109 v.s. 314). I find similar results for the Polish

population. These differences among Eastern European immigrants could be due to the

large Jewish population. Indeed, there were much smaller differences in local non-Jewish
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Russian-born and non-Jewish Russian-speaking population between immigrants of Russian

surname-based ethnicity and Russian-born immigrants (76 v.s. 92; 59 v.s. 64). Similarly,

immigrants of Russian surname-based ethnicity also had much fewer Jewish neighbors in

the ED than Russian-born immigrants (47 v.s. 291).

Table 9: Descriptive Statistics by Origin (1): Basic Variables, 1930
Age Year since Married Citizen- Urban Farm Occupa- Homeowner- Obser-

migration ship status status tional score ship vations

German-born 51.197 32.307 0.670 0.734 0.714 0.152 16.061 0.576 841,516

(17.698) (19.040) (0.470) (0.442) (0.452) (0.359) (14.021) (0.494)

Polish-born 43.195 22.042 0.769 0.563 0.854 0.057 18.891 0.505 675,352

(12.481) (9.983) (0.422) (0.496) (0.353) (0.023) (12.776) (0.500)

Russian-born 42.283 23.063 0.777 0.683 0.894 0.055 20.870 0.363 637.625

(13.083) (9.990) (0.416) (0.465) (0.308) (0.229) (15.749) (0.481)

German-speaking 50.798 31.901 0.681 0.728 0.695 0.170 16.050 0.580 902,555

(17.532) (18.662) (0.466) (0.445) (0.461) (0.375) (13.878) (0.493)

Polish-speaking 43.838 23.708 0.773 0.533 0.830 0.066 18.469 0.559 509,919

(11.918) (9.751) (0.419) (0.499) (0.375) (0.248) (12.002) (0.497)

Russian-speaking 41.922 21.939 0.736 0.598 0.863 0.046 20.678 0.363 167,306

(12.040) (9.731) (0.441) (0.490) (0.344) (0.209) (15.379) (0.481)

German-name† 48.677 29.472 0.700 0.689 0.732 0.141 16.931 0.547 1,041,919

(16.718) (17.366) (0.458) (0.463) (0.443) (0.349) (13.977) (0.498)

Polish-name† 44.450 24.420 0.779 0.542 0.835 0.070 18.184 0.595 306,164

(12.233) (10.462) (0.415) (0.498) (0.371) (0.256) (11.889) (0.491)

Russian-name† 44.327 24.187 0.720 0.555 0.780 0.088 18.243 0.492 178,786

(13.724) (12.843) (0.449) (0.457) (0.414) (0.284) (13.094) (0.500)

Jewish 42.008 22.699 0.781 0.725 0.975 0.009 21.546 0.314 534,693

(13.803) (10.372) (0.414) (0.446) (0.156) (0.092) (16.150) (0.464)

Standard deviations are in parentheses. †: by definition, the Jews are not included in the third panel (name-based ethnicity).

I present descriptive statistics of the 1930 sample in Table 9 and 10. Table 9 shows

that the basic demographic and socioeconomic characteristics among German-born (and

German-speaking) immigrants in 1930 were similar to those in 1920. However, Table 9

presents differences in individual characteristics among Eastern European immigrants be-

tween 1920 and 1930. In particular, for Eastern European immigrants (classified by either

the country of birth or mother tongue), the age, years since migration, citizenship rate, and

occupational scores significantly increased in the 1920s. This was also true for Jewish im-

migrants. The above results could be related to the effects of immigration restriction laws

in the early 1920s, which imposed severe limitations on new immigration from Eastern Eu-

rope, and much less severe limitations on German immigration. Similar to Table 7, Table 9

shows that compared with the country of birth and mother tongue, surname-based ethnicity
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Table 10: Descriptive Statistics by Origin (2): Settlement Patterns, 1930
The number of immigrants in the local enumeration district (ED), by origin

German origin Polish origin Russian origin Jews Native Obser-

Birth Language Birth† Birth‡ Language Birth† Birth‡ Language vations

German-born 71 93 26 22 21 28 10 10 24 1,311 841,516

(81) (109) (67) (62) (61) (80) (30) (28) (92) (776)

Polish-born 34 47 206 172 166 106 21 31 116 1,375 675,352

(44) (63) (213) (209) (210) (212) (46) (60) (271) (694)

Russian-born 35 61 86 36 34 263 48 43 293 1,301 637,625

(47) (88) (118) (73) (71) (296) (111) (97) (381) (741)

German-speaking 69 96 25 21 20 32 16 10 23 1,294 902,555

(80) (116) (65) (59) (58) (93) (59) (33) (89) (788)

Polish-speaking 35 47 216 (209) 207 44 19 27 33 1,408 509,919

(45) (62) (223) (222) (223) (110) (45) (56) (120) (700)

Russian-speaking 38 60 83 64 58 148 75 84 99 1,334 167,306

(48) (76) (126) (110) (102) (232) (151) (144) (203) (763)

German-name 61 86 53 47 44 49 24 22 35 1,311 1,041,919

(75) (108) (118) (113) (111) (129) (78) (67) (120) (775)

Polish-name 38 50 224 219 216 31 16 25 20 1,417 306,164

(49) (67) (226) (225) (227) (78) (35) (49) (85) (700)

Russian-name 40 58 118 109 102 66 32 41 47 1,362 178,786

(55) (80) (174) (170) (168) (147) (83) (89) (141) (746)

Jewish 34 51 121 31 30 346 29 32 431 1,304 534,693

(44) (64) (142) (59) (57) (311) (59) (63) (411) (687)

Standard deviations are in parentheses. †: full population, including Jews. ‡: non-Jewish population.

was a different type of origin in the 1930 U.S.

Table 10 presents settlement patterns by origin in the 1930 sample. In general, the de-

scriptive findings of Table 10 are similar to those reported in the 1920 sample in Table 8:

I observe clear evidence of country-of-birth and language enclave residence for all groups.

Again, I find that compared with the country of birth and mother tongue, surname-based

ethnicity led to significantly different settlement patterns in the 1930 sample. In sum, Table

7 to 10 indicate that three different types of immigrant origins lead to different descriptive

results. In particular, an immigrant’s surname-based ethnicity was not necessarily consis-

tent with two other types of origins in both the 1920 and 1930 sample.

4.2 Empirical Strategies

I now discuss the empirical strategies of this paper. I first aggregate individual records in the

1920 and 1930 sample to the ED and county level, and calculate ethnic segregation within

an immigrant group (defined based on the country of birth) by the widely used dissimilarity
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index of segregation (Duncan and Lieberson, 1959; Winship, 1977):

D
jk

ab =
1

2

nj∑

t=1

|
at

aj
−

bt

bj
| (3)

where j indexes the county, and k indexes the country of birth. Within this immigrant

group, a and b denote two sub-groups that have different surname-based ethnicity. nj is

the total number of EDs in county j. aj is the total number of k-born immigrants with

a-origin surnames in county j, and at is the number of such immigrants in the t-th ED.

I similarly define bj and bt. D
jk

ab is the degree of within-group (k) dissimilarity between

a and b in county j. By this definition, the degree of dissimilarity should be small if the

ethnic differences in settlement patterns within an immigrant group from the same country

of birth were small. On the other hand, a high degree of dissimilarity suggests significant

ethnic heterogeneity in settlement patterns.

The above measure studies county-level ethnic segregation within each immigrant group.

There are, however, at least two reasons to further study ethnic segregation based on indi-

vidual records. First, one can include covariates to account for the effects of individual

characteristics. Second, while the dissimilarity index is measured at the county level, one

can further explore the “micro-structure” of ethnic segregation by focusing on the ED (i.e.,

sub-county) level within a regression framework based on individual records. I estimate

the OLS specification within each immigrant group defined based on the country of birth:

Niek = α + Eikβ + γJi + δN̂e + Xiµ+ τi(s) + εiek (4)

where i indexes the immigrant, e indexes the ED where i lived, and k indexes i’s country

of birth. Eik is the vector of key variables of interest, which are indicators of surname-

based ethnicity (within the immigrant group born in country k), and the majority group

(whose ethnicity is consistent with the country of birth, e.g., Polish ethnics are considered

as majorities among Polish-born immigrants) is omitted in Eik. Note that the algorithm
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mainly focuses on classifying the German, Polish, and Russian origin; I further include an

indicator of Jewish ethnicity Ji. N̂e is the total number of residents (including natives) in

ED e, Xi is the vector of individual characteristics (e.g., age, years since migration, urban

status), and τi(s) are state fixed effects. I cluster the standard errors at the state level.

Within an immigrant group from the same country of birth, the coefficients β should

be insignificant if different ethnic groups were not spatially isolated from each other. On

the other hand, the significant coefficients β suggest within-group ethnic heterogeneity in

settlement patterns. Without a valid instrument in cross-section data, Equation 4 is unlikely

to reveal the causal relationship between ethnicity and settlement patterns. However, one

can establish additional specifications to study various factors that could potentially affect

the causal interpretation of the empirical results.

I first explore measurement errors. In Equation 4, Eik contains binary indicators of

surname-based ethnicity. The estimates might be biased due to measurement errors if in-

dividuals’ ethnic origins are misclassified by the algorithm. I consider an additional test

based on the sub-sample of “more reliable cases of ethnicity”: recall that the first-stage

classification algorithm is a deterministic algorithm, and arguably yields low degrees of

measurement errors, as surnames need to be matched perfectly or based on linguistic ele-

ments that are exclusively used in surnames in specific languages. Hence, I focus on the

sub-sample that contains individuals whose surnames are classified in the first stage, and

examine whether results of this test are consistent with main results.

I then study effects of other geographic characteristics on segregation. Economists find

that immigrants are more likely to reside in areas with previous immigrants of the same ori-

gin (Bartel, 1989; Altonji and Card, 1994). Does ethnicity only coincidently relate to ethnic

enclave residence and ethnic segregation? The major threat is that immigrants of the same

origin were concentrated not because they chose ethnic enclaves, but because there were

some geographic characteristics that attracted co-ethnics to reside together, i.e., an area has

some geographic characteristics (such as climatic patterns, soil characteristics, and occu-
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pational agglomeration) that particularly attracted a specific ethnic group. To study this, I

propose three additional sets of tests. First, I include county fixed effects to capture the fact

that some counties are particularly “gateway counties” for some ethnic groups. Second,

I estimate heterogeneous effects of ethnicity in both the urban and rural sub-sample, and

see if results in the urban and rural sub-sample are similar. Finally, I study whether ethnic

segregation was driven by local labor market characteristics. In general, it is possible that

immigrants choose ethnic enclave residence because ethnic networks provide employment

opportunities (Edin et al., 2003; Munshi, 2003), and thus ethnicity has a causal effect on

settlement patterns. However, if “suitable jobs” for immigrants are spatially concentrated,

then segregation could simply be due to occupational agglomeration. To examine this, I

reestimate Equation 4 by including ED-level labor market characteristics.

5 Results

This section reports the empirical results of this paper. I first present results of within-group

ethnic segregation at the county level. I then explore the micro-structure of segregation at

the ED level based on individual census records within a regression framework. Finally, I

discuss several statistical issues of the empirical strategies, including measurement errors

and other factors that are likely to be correlated with both ethnicity and segregation.

5.1 Ethnic Segregation at the County Level

Table 11 presents county-level ethnic segregation within each immigrant group from the

same country of birth. Panel A shows the segregation pattern in 1920. I first focus on

German-born immigrants, and study the dissimilarity index of segregation (introduced in

Section 4.2) between immigrants of German surname-based ethnicity and immigrants of

other ethnicity. I find that the degree of ethnic segregation was very high among German-

born immigrants: German ethnics (i.e., those with German surnames) were spatially iso-
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lated from their compatriots with other surname-based ethnicity, as well as Jews. I present

the degrees of segregation weighted by the county population in brackets, and find very sim-

ilar results. Subsequently, I study Polish-born and Russian-born immigrants. Results show

that the degrees of segregation between Polish ethnics and other ethnics born in Poland

were around or above 0.5, although the numbers were smaller than those in the German-

born immigrant group. Among Polish-born immigrants, Polish Jews were again more likely

to live in segregated areas. I find similar results among Russian-born immigrants, where I

define either immigrants of Russian surname-based ethnicity (the majority group back in

Russia) or immigrants of German surname-based ethnicity (the majority group among Rus-

sian immigrants in the U.S.) as ethnic majorities. I repeat the exercise in the 1930 sample

in Panel B and observe similar segregation patterns, i.e., the degree of ethnic segregation

within each immigrant group was generally high.

Table 11: Ethnic Segregation within the Immigrant Group

Surname-based ethnicity German Polish Russian Jewish

A. 1920:

German-born, German-name — 0.70 0.60 0.73

— [0.72] [0.55] [0.76]

Polish-born, Polish-name 0.52 — 0.49 0.72

[0.48] — [0.46] [0.87]

Russian-born, Russian-name 0.52 0.54 — 0.74

[0.45] [0.55] — [0.79]

Russian-born, German-name — 0.57 0.52 0.72

— [0.59] [0.45] [0.76]

B. 1930:

German-born, German-name — 0.73 0.66 0.72

— [0.72] [0.58] [0.74]

Polish-born, Polish-name 0.53 — 0.51 0.72

[0.50] — [0.49] [0.88]

Russian-born, Russian-name 0.58 0.60 — 0.72

[0.52] [0.64] — [0.77]

Russian-born, German-name — 0.62 0.58 0.71

— [0.67] [0.52] [0.73]

The degrees of segregation weighted by the county population are shown in brackets.

How high (or low) are the degrees of segregation shown in this table? I compare these

numbers with two sets of segregation measures. First, Table 12 shows the degree of im-
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Table 12: Immigrant Segregation with the Native-Born Population

Country of birth: Germany Poland Russia Yiddish/Hebrew

1920 census 0.42 0.74 0.66 0.79

1930 census 0.47 0.76 0.70 0.81

Table 13: Segregation within Each Surname Group

Surname-based ethnicity German Polish Russian Jewish

1920 census 0.60 0.65 0.69 0.57

1930 census 0.64 0.66 0.69 0.54

The degrees of segregation weighted by the county population are shown in brackets.

migrant segregation with the native-born population. Results of two tables suggest that

the degree of German-native segregation was significantly lower than the degree of ethnic

segregation within the German-born immigrant group, although ethnic segregation within

the Polish-born (and Russian-born) immigrant group appeared to be relatively lower than

Polish-native (and Russian-native) segregation.

Second, in Table 13 I study segregation within each surname origin group. I exam-

ine segregation within the German surname group by calculating the degree of segrega-

tion between German-born German ethnics and immigrants with German surnames born

in Poland or Russia. I similarly calculate segregation for the Polish and Russian surname

group. I also calculate segregation between Polish and Russian Jews (over 90% of Yiddish

or Hebrew speakers were born in Poland or Russia). Table 13 indicates that segregation

by birthplace within the German surname group was actually lower than ethnic segrega-

tion among German-born immigrants. Similarly, segregation within Jews was relatively

low. Segregation within the Polish (and Russian) surname group was higher than ethnic

segregation among Polish-born (and Russian-born) immigrants.

The above tables suggest that ethnic differences in settlement patterns within each im-

migrant group did exist in 1920 and 1930. In particular, immigrants of German and Jewish

ethnicity lived more closely with immigrants of same ethnicity, rather than other immi-

grants born in the same country. Hence, surname-based ethnicity could provide important

demographic information in addition to the country of birth.
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5.2 Main Results: Country-of-Birth Enclave Residence

The above county-level analysis presents descriptive results of within-group ethnic segre-

gation. I now further investigate the relationship between ethnicity and immigrant enclave

residence based on individual records within a regression framework. By doing so, I am

able to control for individual characteristics, such as age, years since migration, and urban

status. I am also able to explore ethnic enclave residence at the ED level.

The classical conclusion of immigrant enclave residence is that immigrants prefer to

reside in areas with more immigrants born in the same country of origin (e.g., Bartel,

1989; Altonji and Card, 1994), i.e., “country-of-birth enclave residence”. To estimate the

relationship between ethnicity and country-of-birth enclave residence, I focus on each sub-

sample of immigrants by the country of birth, and regress the number of immigrants born

in a specific country at the ED level on surname-based ethnicity, following Equation 4.

Table 14: Main Results: Within-Group Ethnic Segregation, 1920
The Number of Immigrants Born in the Same Country of Origin (The Size of the Country-of-Birth Enclave), ED

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9)

Sample: Germany Poland Poland† Poland‡ Poland†‡ Russia Russia† Russia‡ Russia†‡

Average: 72.701 372.897 393.965 355.432 389.090 318.203 192.323 90.147 147.893

German- −76.982*** −79.305*** −74.068*** −81.839 1.038 16.708*** 46.491*** 18.291***

name (12.910) (12.185) (13.330) (13.437) (8.180) (2.933) (14.820) (3.788)

Polish- −0.543 −62.411** −28.103 10.759 −9.956

name (2.953) (19.443) (17.013) (10.042) (14.561)

Russian- −4.995*** −64.422*** −61.352*** −64.422*** −69.062***

name (0.785) (9.581) (9.197) (9.745) (9.284)

Jewish −9.971** −125.835*** −233.334*** 174.958*** −83.393***

(3.283) (22.680) (20.141) (15.018) (13.777)

Yrs. since −0.189*** −0.739* −0.613* −0.627* −0.570* −1.653*** −0.886** −0.439** −0.650*

migration (0.041) (0.288) (0.261) (0.249) (0.258) (0.336) (0.246) (0.145) (0.266)

Total ED 0.034*** 0.264*** 0.272*** 0.263*** 0.272*** 0.172*** 0.109*** 0.062*** 0.085***

residents (0.004) (0.043) (0.042) (0.043) (0.042) (0.021) (0.019) (0.013) (0.019)

Adj. R2 0.322 0.638 0.654 0.645 0.653 0.436 0.309 0.261 0.263

Obs. 800,499 617,538 552,234 617,538 552,234 780,129 341,747 780,129 341,747

Standard errors are clustered at the state level and are in parentheses. *: p < .05; **: p < .01; ***: p < .001.

In all regressions, I control for all individual characteristics introduced in Section 4.1 and state fixed effects.

†: Only non-Jewish immigrants born in the specific country of origin are included in the sample (Jewish dummy is omitted in the model).

‡: Only non-Jewish immigrants born in the specific country of origin are included in the dependent variable (Jews are not considered in enclaves).

Table 14 presents main results in the 1920 sample. I exclude immigrants with Angli-

cized surnames and surnames of other European origins, but keep immigrants classified

as Jews. In Column 1 I focus on German-born immigrants, and regress the number of
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German-born immigrants at the ED level on ethnicity indicators and other individual char-

acteristics. I control for state fixed effects, and cluster standard errors at the state level.

Results show that compared with those of German surname-based ethnicity, German-born

immigrants with Polish surnames had similar patterns of German enclave residence. How-

ever, those of Russian surname-based ethnicity and German Jews lived in EDs with fewer

German-born immigrants.

I then turn to study the sample of the Polish-born immigrant group. In Column 2, I

find that compared with those of Polish surname-based ethnicity, immigrants from all other

surname-based groups resided in areas with much fewer Polish-born immigrants. I exclude

Polish Jews in the sample in Column 3, and find almost the identical results. In Column

4 I redefine Polish enclaves by focusing only on non-Jewish Polish immigrants at the ED

level. I find that (a) the magnitudes of the coefficients for the German-name and Russian-

name indicator remain unchanged, and (b) the magnitude of the coefficient for Polish Jews

becomes much larger, which is unsurprising, as Jews were more isolated from non-Jews. In

Column 5 I exclude Polish Jews from both the sample and the dependent variable. Results

are quantitatively similar to those reported in earlier columns.

Table 15: Main Results: Within-Group Ethnic Segregation, 1930
The Number of Immigrants Born in the Same Country of Origin (The Size of the Country-of-Birth Enclave), ED

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9)

Sample: Germany Poland Poland† Poland‡ Poland†‡ Russia Russia† Russia‡ Russia†‡

Average: 71.902 207.048 212.127 172.042 204.442 238.167 118.438 47.147 76.237

German- −55.201*** −53.584*** −53.941*** −59.544*** 5.195 18.237*** 28.137*** 15.943**

name (7.238) (6.083) (7.530) (8.869) (6.891) (3.918) (3.935) (4.478)

Polish- −6.883*** −44.857*** −24.630*** −6.935* −13.131***

name (1.835) (8.999) (5.497) (2.436) (3.293)

Russian- −5.521*** −39.149*** −38.288*** −37.146*** −42.355***

name (0.892) (4.746) (4.018) (4.716) (5.358)

Jewish −10.058** −66.629* −180.903 132.984*** −38.858***

(3.480) (30.384) (19.530) (16.181) (4.304)

Yrs. since −0.384*** −0.530* −0.320 −0.088 −0.154 −2.007*** −0.657** −0.215** −0.373

migration (0.080) (0.197) (0.270) (0.200) (0.300) (0.350) (0.224) (0.093) (0.202)

Total ED 0.034*** 0.093*** 0.099** 0.079** 0.096** 0.126*** 0.087*** 0.033** 0.061**

residents (0.006) (0.023) (0.027) (0.026) (0.027) (0.015) (0.021) (0.010) (0.020)

Adj. R2 0.344 0.347 0.380 0.390 0.370 0.422 0.313 0.194 0.246

Obs. 787,531 652,810 523,251 652,810 523,251 621,221 228,270 621,221 228,270

Standard errors are clustered at the state level and are in parentheses. *: p < .05; **: p < .01; ***: p < .001.

In all regressions, I control for all individual characteristics introduced in Section 4.1 and state fixed effects.

†: Only non-Jewish immigrants born in the specific country of origin are included in the sample (Jewish dummy is omitted in the model).

‡: Only non-Jewish immigrants born in the specific country of origin are included in the dependent variable (Jews are not considered in enclaves).
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From Column 5 to 9 I repeat the exercise in the 1920 sample of Russian-born im-

migrants. Among Russian-born immigrants, 54.5% were Jews, 27.2% were of German

surname-based ethnicity, and only 9.8% of Russians were of Russian surname-based eth-

nicity. This could be because that German ethnics and Jews were more likely to be affected

by political instability in Russia before and around 1920, and had more incentives to mi-

grate. Column 6 shows that Russian Jews lived in significantly larger Russian enclaves,

mainly because of the large Russian Jewish population in the U.S. I exclude Russian Jews

in the sample and rerun the regression in Column 7. Results show that compared with

those of Russian surname-based ethnicity—which were ethnic majorities back in Russia—

Russian immigrants of German surname-based ethnicity lived in larger Russian enclaves.

Again, this could be because German ethnics were majorities among non-Jewish Russians

in the U.S. Hence, although surprising at first glance, Table 14 does present reasonable

results that reflect the demographics of Russian immigrants in 1920.

In Table 15, I redo the above empirical analysis in the 1930 sample. I find generally

similar patterns of within-group ethnic segregation. Compared with Table 14, the magni-

tudes of the coefficients in most specifications become smaller, but still appear to be sta-

tistically significant. In general, immigrant enclaves declined during the 1920s, along with

the process of urbanization associated with internal migration. This was especially true for

Southern and Eastern European immigrant enclaves, as immigration restriction laws in the

early 1920s severely limited immigration from Italy, Poland, and Russia.

An interesting question related to Russian immigration is: were Russian immigrants

who had German surnames Jews, or actually German ethnics? Following laws regarding

cultural assimilation, German surnames were common among Jews (Dubin, 1999); on the

other hand, according to the 1897 Russian census, most Russian Jews spoke Yiddish rather

than other languages (Kreindler, 1985). Table 14 and 15 show that although some Russians

with German surnames might be Jews even if they did not spoke Yiddish or Hebrew, most of

such individuals should be of German ethnicity: Column 8 of both tables show that Russian
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Jews and Russian immigrants with German surnames were highly isolated from each other.

Given the low degree of segregation within the Jewish population, these immigrants with

German surnames were probably indeed German ethnics, but not Jews.

Table 16: Within-Group Ethnic Segregation, Population Shares
The Percentage (%) of Immigrants Born in the Same Country of Origin (The Size of the Country-of-Birth Enclave), ED

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10)

1920 Sample, (1) - (5) 1930 Sample, (6) - (10)

Sample: Germany Poland Poland†‡ Russia Russia†‡ Germany Poland Poland†‡ Russia Russia†‡

Average: 4.845 14.590 14.808 16.422 7.827 4.518 10.453 10.281 11.608 4.573

German- −3.642*** −3.897*** −0.297 0.833*** −2.840*** −3.034*** 0.151 0.638***

name (0.502) (0.495) (7.238) (0.200) (0.399) (0.471) (0.296) (0.121)

Polish- −0.075 −2.808** −0.624 −0.400*** −2.280*** −0.731***

name (0.140) (0.907) (0.626) (0.105) (0.441) (0.153)

Russian- −0.314*** −2.737*** −2.980*** −0.325*** −2.000*** −2.157***

name (0.049) (0.368) (0.360) (0.046) (0.279) (0.310)

Jewish −0.616** −5.056* −8.702*** −0.550** −3.058* 6.443***

(0.183) (1.945) (30.384) (0.199) (1.464) (0.696)

Yrs. since −0.014*** −0.051*** −0.043*** −0.115*** −0.042*** −0.025*** −0.029** −0.009 −0.103*** −0.018*

migration (0.003) (0.010) (0.011) (0.019) (0.010) (0.005) (0.010) (0.017) (0.018) (0.007)

Adj. R2 0.180 0.289 0.307 0.309 0.161 0.175 0.195 0.218 0.275 0.193

Obs. 800,499 617,538 552,234 780,129 341,747 787,531 652,180 523,251 621,221 228,270

Standard errors are clustered at the state level and are in parentheses. *: p < .05; **: p < .01; ***: p < .001.

In all regressions, I control for all individual characteristics introduced in Section 4.1 and state fixed effects.

†: Only non-Jewish immigrants born in the specific country of origin are included in the sample (Jewish dummy is omitted in the model).

‡: Only non-Jewish immigrants born in the specific country of origin are included in the dependent variable (Jews are not considered in enclaves).

I conclude the discussion of main results in Table 16, in which I use the percentage of

immigrants born in the same country of origin—rather than the number of immigrants—to

measure the size of country-of-birth enclaves. Results show qualitatively similar patterns

of within-group segregation. While not reported here, I observe similar results when using

immigrants speaking the same mother tongue to measure enclaves (i.e., language enclaves).

These results suggest the main findings of this paper are robust to changes to specifications.

5.3 Measurement Errors

One potential statistical issue of the empirical strategy is that it might be built on misclas-

sification of surname-based ethnicity, which could make the estimates biased.

In Table 17 I redo the empirical analysis based on the sub-sample that only contains

surnames that are classified by the deterministic algorithm, but not the Bayes classifier. In

other words, I only keep surnames that are less likely to be associated with measurement

errors. I also exclude Jews in both the sample and the dependent variable (i.e., country-of-

birth enclaves), as measurement errors mainly occur in the Bayes algorithm that classifies
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Table 17: Measurement Errors
The Number of Immigrants Born in the Same Country of Origin, ED

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

1920 Sample, (1) - (3) 1930 Sample, (4) - (6)

Sample: Germany†‡ Poland†‡ Russia†‡ Germany†‡ Poland†‡ Russia†‡

Average: 75.082 410.024 163.856 75.237 214.328 87.174

German- −145.285*** 16.757** −101.258*** 29.536**

name (18.972) (6.137) (9.995) (9.971)

Polish- 2.329 −26.620 −8.127* −14.567*

name (5.015) (25.590) (3.134) (6.806)

Russian- −11.676*** −107.876*** −11.197*** −78.446***

name (1.144) (11.920) (1.736) (13.317)

Yrs. since −0.184*** −0.399 −1.184*** −0.397*** −0.132 −0.686**

migration (0.043) (0.298) (0.301) (0.080) (0.336) (0.217)

Adj. R2 0.330 0.700 0.270 0.349 0.387 0.299

Obs. 312,855 127,592 79,308 312,994 136.992 56,813

Standard errors are clustered at the state level and are in parentheses. *: p < .05; **: p < .01; ***: p < .001.

In all regressions, I control for all individual characteristics introduced in Section 4.1 and state fixed effects.

†‡: Jews are excluded in both the dependent variable (country-of-birth enclaves) and the sample.

German, Polish, and Russian surnames. Table 17 shows that the results based on this sub-

sample are very similar to the main results reported earlier, suggesting that measurement

errors should not affect the empirical conclusion of this paper.

5.4 Additional Tests

The main results of this paper present empirical evidence of within-group ethnic segrega-

tion. However, the results are not necessarily causal: if immigrant enclave residence was

actually driven by some geographic characteristics, then ethnic segregation might simply

be the “coincidence”, but not specifically related to ethnicity.

To study this, in Table 18 I include county fixed effects in the regression. In the history

of U.S. immigration, some counties have particularly been “gateway counties” (e.g., New

York County for Jews), and thus state might be too large to serve as the geographic control.

Including county fixed effects could account for the potential effects of such “gateway

counties”. Table 18 presents the results based on county fixed effects. Compared with main

results reported earlier, the magnitudes of most coefficients do become smaller, suggesting

that county-level geographic characteristics might indeed affect immigrants’ settlements.

However, the conclusion of within-group ethnic segregation remains true.
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Table 18: Within-Group Ethnic Segregation, County Fixed Effects
The Number of Immigrants Born in the Same Country of Origin (The Size of the Country-of-Birth Enclave), ED

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9)

Sample: Germany Poland Poland† Poland‡ Poland†‡ Russia Russia† Russia‡ Russia†‡

A. 1920:

German- −56.229*** −52.286*** −50.448*** −53.208*** −10.131 3.901 39.953*** 8.844**

name (7.984) (6.637) (6.784) (6.745) (5.189) (2.370) (10.096) (3.311)

Polish- −0.806 −42.820** −13.808 17.524* −0.738

name (2.306) (9.454) (7.597) (8.202) (8.010)

Russian- −2.849*** −40.272*** −37.930*** −35.232*** −39.196***

name (0.482) (6.497) (5.328) (5.576) (5.383)

Jewish −9.325*** −93.502 −175.324*** 135.219*** −93.363***

(1.885) (48.339) (31.546) (18.400) (11.612)

Adj. R2 0.468 0.705 0.724 0.712 0.725 0.521 0.427 0.326 0.369

Obs. 800,499 617,538 552,234 617,538 552,234 780,129 341,747 780,129 341,747

B. 1930:

German- −46.230*** −39.183*** −41.163*** −41.846*** −3.772 7.743 21.797*** 8.268*

name (5.209) (4.599) (5.188) (5.037) (3.097) (4.050) (5.461) (4.211)

Polish- −7.040** −27.644** −16.531** −3.276 −10.224**

name (2.325) (8.671) (5.577) (2.553) (3.475)

Russian- −3.941*** −30.578*** −25.838*** −26.373*** −28.196***

name (0.806) (3.398) (3.101) (3.206) (3.217)

Jewish −9.162*** −57.407 −150.451*** 92.446*** −41.139***

(2.314) (30.745) (27.132) (13.998) (5.929)

Adj. R2 0.462 0.427 0.471 0.469 0.469 0.533 0.469 0.316 0.396

Obs. 787,531 652,810 523,251 652,810 523,251 621,221 228,270 621,221 228,270

Standard errors are clustered at the county level and are in parentheses. *: p < .05; **: p < .01; ***: p < .001.

In all regressions, I control for all individual characteristics introduced in Section 4.1 and county fixed effects.

†: Only non-Jewish immigrants born in the specific country of origin are included in the sample (Jewish dummy is omitted in the model).

‡: Only non-Jewish immigrants born in the specific country of origin are included in the dependent variable (Jews are not considered in enclaves).

I further discuss two specific types of geographic characteristics that might drive ethnic

segregation. In Table 19, I examine the heterogeneous effects by urban status. I first focus

on the urban sample in Panel A. The empirical conclusion based on the urban sample is very

similar to that reported in Section 5.2. In Panel B I repeat the exercise in the rural sample.

The results are slightly different, in the sense that coefficients of the Jewish dummy shown

in Column 1 and 4 for the 1920 sample (and Column 6 and 9 for the 1930 sample) are

insignificant. However, note that only 3% of Jews in the sample lived outside urban areas,

and thus Table 19’s results might be due to small sample bias. Except for this, the results

based on the rural sample are generally consistent with the main results.

I then turn to discuss local labor market characteristics at the ED level. Some eth-

nic groups were highly concentrated in not only small geographic areas, but also small

occupation categories. Hence, ethnic segregation might actually be the consequence of

occupational agglomeration, rather than immigrants’ settlement patterns. To study this, in
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Table 19: Heterogeneous Effects by Urban Status
The Number of Immigrants Born in the Same Country of Origin (The Size of the Country-of-Birth Enclave), ED

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10)

1920 Sample, (1) - (5) 1930 Sample, (6) - (10)

Sample: Germany Poland Poland†‡ Russia Russia†‡ Germany Poland Poland†‡ Russia Russia†‡

A. Urban:

Average: 81.601 424.066 449.593 347.753 163.040 85.107 226.821 228.615 259.915 86.818

German- −85.792*** −90.011*** −1.790 17.619*** −63.755*** −68.124*** 3.386 17.057**

name (15.603) (15.691) (8.603) (4.242) (7.776) (9.702) (7.359) (5.688)

Polish- −0.748 −71.950** −11.911 −9.731*** −51.122*** −15.654***

name (3.974) (21.622) (17.043) (2.389) (10.686) (3.999)

Russian- −5.447*** −68.614*** −73.066*** −6.273*** −44.482*** −47.999***

name (0.900) (11.679) (11.810) (0.935) (5.538) (6.292)

Jewish −13.404** −123.526*** 178.704*** −13.172** −73.594* 133.314***

(3.638) (24.636) (15.467) (3.731) (30.770) (16.164)

Adj. R2 0.292 0.659 0.675 0.433 0.262 0.299 0.331 0.355 0.412 0.261

Obs. 531,100 509,878 447,257 686.483 259.587 563,149 558,366 431,813 557,713 172,045

B. Rural:

Average: 55.157 130.559 131.319 101.578 100.038 38.762 90.152 90.287 47.189 43.585

German- −29.493*** −31.130*** 14.223* 16.267** −14.358*** −14.814*** 7.597** 6.491***

name (6.347) (6.493) (6.845) (5.799) (2.054) (2.192) (2.324) (1.491)

Polish- 0.451 −3.796 1.432 1.637 −3.204 −2.513

name (1.490) (3.982) (1.974) (0.978) (2.549) (2.506)

Russian- −3.154*** −26.581*** −28.470*** −2.801*** −11.550*** −12.034***

name (0.736) (6.804) (7.175) (0.563) (1.785) (1.925)

Jewish 0.326 −39.454*** 26.647 0.982 −16.346*** 13.162

(0.888) (8.129) (20.887) (1.071) (2.955) (7.652)

Adj. R2 0.384 0.386 0.388 0.342 0.367 0.443 0.424 0.427 0.370 0.363

Obs. 269,399 107,660 104,977 93,646 82,160 224,382 94,444 91,438 63,508 55,865

Standard errors are clustered at the state level and are in parentheses. *: p < .05; **: p < .01; ***: p < .001.

In all regressions, I control for all individual characteristics introduced in Section 4.1 and state fixed effects.

†: Only non-Jewish immigrants born in the specific country of origin are included in the sample (Jewish dummy is omitted in the model).

‡: Only non-Jewish immigrants born in the specific country of origin are included in the dependent variable (Jews are not considered in enclaves).

Table 20 I reestimate Equation 4, but now with the inclusion of several ED-level labor mar-

ket variables, such as average occupational scores by group, and average age. Compared

with the main results of this paper, Table 20 shows that the magnitudes of the coefficients

are smaller in almost all columns, suggesting that local labor market characteristics at the

ED level might indeed partially account for within-group ethnic segregation. However,

the qualitative pattern shown in Table 20 is still consistent with the main results reported

earlier: within-group ethnic segregation was significant in the early twentieth century U.S.

even after taking possible effects of occupational agglomeration into consideration.

6 Conclusion

Many studies consider ethnicity or ethnic origin as the equivalent term for the country

of birth (e.g., Fairlie and Meyer, 1996). This is a safe assumption if a sending country

sends demographically homogeneous ethnic group. In the age of mass migration, however,

most immigrants were from Europe, and many European countries had high degrees of
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Table 20: Segregation and Local Labor Market (ED) Characteristics
The Number of Immigrants Born in the Same Country of Origin (The Size of the Country-of-Birth Enclave), ED

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9)

Sample: Germany Poland Poland† Poland‡ Poland†‡ Russia Russia† Russia‡ Russia†‡

A. 1920:

German- −54.247*** −54.519*** −51.413*** −56.603*** 9.154 19.714*** 48.791** 20.501***

name (11.141) (10.591) (10.168) (11.453) (6.542) (2.904) (15.261) (3.553)

Polish- 0.299 −71.522*** −36.039* 8.182 −16.809

name (2.791) (17.269) (14.983) (9.826) (13.007)

Russian- −4.623*** −57.249*** −58.238*** −53.584*** −60.220***

name (0.787) (8.021) (7.998) (7.509) (8.198)

Jewish −9.824** −92.962*** −195.089*** 149.944*** −89.578***

(3.422) (10.521) (27.470) (15.801) (16.661)

Adj. R2 0.335 0.681 0.699 0.685 0.697 0.524 0.386 0.287 0.325

Obs. 800,499 617,538 552,234 617,538 552,234 780,129 341,747 780,129 341,747

B. 1930:

German- −41.827*** −38.934*** −39.918*** −43.851*** −7.513 18.568*** 28.213*** 15.850***

name (5.249) (3.683) (4.744) (5.564) (5.916) (3.697) (3.948) (4.208)

Polish- −5.781** −45.115*** −25.586*** −6.701* −14.818**

name (1.705) (8.468) (4.892) (3.129) (3.016)

Russian- −5.440*** −34.300*** −32.443*** −31.517*** −35.791***

name (0.943) (3.494) (3.725) (3.323) (3.636)

Jewish −10.643** −39.836 −146.678*** 119.372*** −41.222***

(3.762) (21.535) (18.016) (18.144) (5.184)

Adj. R2 0.359 0.441 0.481 0.476 0.475 0.484 0.354 0.209 0.273

Obs. 787,531 652,810 523,251 652,810 523,251 621,221 228,270 621,221 228,270

Standard errors are clustered at the state level and are in parentheses. *: p < .05; **: p < .01; ***: p < .001.

In all regressions, I control for all individual characteristics introduced in Section 4.1 and state fixed effects.

†: Only non-Jewish immigrants born in the specific country of origin are included in the sample (Jewish dummy is omitted in the model).

‡: Only non-Jewish immigrants born in the specific country of origin are included in the dependent variable (Jews are not considered in enclaves).

ethnic and cultural diversity, leading to possible ethnic differences within one immigrant

group defined based on the country of birth. In this paper, I examine whether such ethnic

differences could lead to within-group ethnic segregation at the county level in the U.S.

Focusing on first-generation immigrants who reported Germany, Poland, or Russia as

the birthplace in the 1920 and 1930 census, I start the empirical analysis by creating an

ethnicity variable based on the linguistic origin of the surname. This is based on findings of

human biology and ethnography that the surname origin is highly associated with ethnicity

(e.g., Guglielmino et al., 2000; Schramm et al., 2012). I use both the deterministic and

probabilistic algorithm to classify surname-based ethnicity for all male immigrants born in

Germany, Poland, or Russia in the full-count 1920 and 1930 U.S. census.

I then use this ethnicity variable to calculate the dissimilarity index of ethnic segrega-

tion. Results suggest that the degree of within-group ethnic segregation was high; in some

cases, ethnic segregation within the immigrant group defined based on country of birth
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could be even higher than immigrant-native segregation. Within-group ethnic segregation

could also be higher than segregation by the country of birth within one surname-based

ethnic population. Subsequently, I study ethnic differences in “country-of-birth enclave

residence” within a regression framework. Results show significant evidence of ethnic seg-

regation at the enumeration district (ED) level, and ethnic minorities generally lived in EDs

with much fewer compatriots. The results are robust to changes to samples and specifica-

tions. While the country of birth is still a key variable in immigration studies, the empirical

conclusion of this paper highlights the importance of considering heterogeneity in ethnicity

in an immigrant group defined based on the country of birth.
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